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Abstract 
This paper aims to analyze students' perception about the quality of educational services in order to 
continuously improve educational service delivery and related services (provided by the secretariat or 
the other departments of universities). The research was conducted at the level of the University 
POLITEHNICA of Bucharest, a technical university and had been based on three distinct descriptive 
researches, one for each level of education (bachelor, master and doctorate). The instrument used 
was the questionnaire, which was applied to a number of 337 respondents, students of the University 
POLITEHNICA of Bucharest. In the next step was performed a statistical analysis using nonparametric 
tests. Based on this analysis it was plotted influence the level of education on perception, vis-à-vis the 
quality of education and services provided. For its development have been taken into account three 
important aspects from testing of hypotheses of the research, namely the learning environment, 
teaching activity and its relationship with the secretariat. It was found that students at the bachelor 
have a less favorable perception regarding all aspects analyzed in this study. Students of master 
degree cycle have the most favorable perception of the teaching activity, while PhD students have 
most favorable perception on the learning environment and the relationship with the secretariat. The 
lack of representativeness of the sample included in this research could lead to a set of conclusions 
polarized in a particular area or ignore important elements of interaction between students and their 
university. Marketing strategies of the universities should be developed from the perceptions of 
students, because schools do not know exactly what consumers want. Although the sample is not 
statistically representative, the results are relevant and can be applied to the universities in the country 
for quality assurance in higher education.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
According to Zeithaml [1], perception in services is based on a number of services specific elements 
which make the difference between a product and a service. Of these, intangibility is the most 
important [2]. The effects of intangibility lie in perceived a high risk by the consumer, reducing their 
confidence in providers and the pressure on consumers to create their own psychological states [3]. 
Services are defined by another three other essential features (inseparability, heterogeneity and 
perishability) and are being addressed by various authors ([2],[4],[5],[6],[7]). 

In the literature, perception, as a specific variable of consumer behavior, is the process by which the 
consumer "receives, selects, organizes and interprets environmental stimuli, giving them some 
meaning" [8]. According to the psychology dictionary, the perception is "a more complex psychological 
behavior, that relates to a particular frame of reference elaborate within our personal and social 
boundaries" [9]. 

In other words, perception is a sensory process that signals concrete, intuitive attributes. It is almost 
impossible to have a perception without the participation of our previous experience. Due to the 
involvement of the personality, the perception of one and the same object by different people will lead 
to the formation of images that are pertinent to the perceived reality but also including specific aspects 
for each. This can be seen very well in higher education services. 

The aim of the paper is to analyze students' perceptions regarding the quality of educational services 
in order to continuously improve the didactic process and the related services (services provided by 
the secretariat or other departments of the universities) that they benefit from during the educational 
process. 
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The analysis was carried out at the level of University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest, a technical 
university, and was based on three distinct descriptive researches, one for each level of study 
(Bachelor, Master and Doctorate). 

Following these researches was econometrically analyzed the influence of the level of study on the 
perception of students by the non-parametric tests. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Research objectives 
The main objective of this research is to analyze the influence of the level (cycle) of higher education 
on the perception of quality in higher education services. 

The data was collected online between November 2016 and March 2017 for students from all three 
cycles of study. The research method used was the ad-hoc survey and the instrument used was the 
questionnaire which included a different number of questions and degree of difficulty for each level of 
study. 

2.2 Surveyed population 
The researched community consisted of 337 students of POLITEHNICA University in Bucharest, from 
the three levels of study (bachelor, master and doctorate). It is worth mentioning that students of the 
first year of undergraduate studies were not taken into account due to the fact that the perception 
represents the past experience and they could not give accurate information, the time from the 
beginning of the academic year being relatively short. 

2.3 Working hypotheses 
Hypotheses used to test the influence of the level of study on perception are those that resulted from 
quantitative research. 

• H1: The higher the level of education, the more students’ perception of the learning environment 
is more favorable; 

• H2: The higher the level of education, the more students' perceptions of didactic activity are 
more favorable; 

• H3: The higher the level of education, the better the relationship with the secretariat is. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 H1: The higher the level of education, the more students’ perception of 
the learning environment is more favorable 

To test this hypothesis, the average ranges corresponding to each study level were tested with the 
Kruskal-Wallis test (equivalent to the nonparametric ANOVA test). This test is used to compare 
several independent samples (in our case the three samples from the bachelor, master and 
doctorate). Table 1 show that at a higher level of study the perception is more favorable. The most 
unfavorable perception has the bachelor students, and the most favorable perception have the 
doctoral students. 

The differences between the average grades corresponding to the Bachelor's and Master's degree 
levels were also tested using the Mann-Whitney nonparametric test, which is used to compare values 
from two different samples. The perception of the bachelor student learning environment is statistically 
different from that of the master students (Sig < 0.025). 

The same can be said about testing the average grades corresponding to the studies levels. That is, 
the perception of the bachelor students' learning environment is a statistical perception different from 
doctorate students (Sig < 0.025). 
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Table 1.  Testing for differences in average grades for each level  
of education regarding learning environment. 

 Level of studies N Mean Rank 

Perception of learning 
environment 

Bachelor studies 130 305.59 
Masters studies 105 342.97 
Doctoral studies 102 389.46 

Total 337  

In terms of testing the differences between the average grades corresponding to the master and 
doctoral levels, both have a better (statistically) perception, but there is no significant difference 
between them. (Sig > 0025). This analysis shows that H1 is confirmed. 

3.2 H2: The higher the level of education, the more students' perceptions of 
didactic activity are more favorable 

In Table 2 it can be noticed that the level of studies has a significant influence on the perception 
regarding didactic activity. There are statistically significant differences between each of the three 
levels of study. The group with the least favorable perception is the license group, and the group with 
the best perception is the master group. 

Table 2.  Testing for differences in average grades for each level of education regarding didactic activity. 

Ranks 

 Level of studies N Mean Rank 

The perception of 
didactic activity 

Bachelor studies 130 278.64 

Masters studies 105 418.91 

Doctoral studies 102 366.68 

Total 337  

The difference between the average grades corresponding to the Bachelor's and Master's degree 
levels on the perception of didactic activity was tested. The perception of masters students is more 
favorable than those of the bachelor students and there are statistically significant differences between 
them (Sig <0.025). 

Testing the differences between the average grades corresponding to the levels of bachelor and 
doctoral study levels on the perception of didactic activity was done using the Mann-Whitney test, 
which is used when the samples are of a different size, as is our case. Doctoral students have a more 
favorable perception than those undergraduate, with statistically significant differences between them 
(Sig <0.025). 

The same can be observed in the case of testing the differences between the average grades 
corresponding to the masters and doctorate levels. The perception of masters students is more 
favorable than the perception of the doctoral students, with statistically significant differences (Sig 
<0.025). 

In this case, the H2 hypothesis is partially confirmed, because the students at the master have a more 
favorable perception than both bachelor and PhD students. 

3.3 H3: The higher the level of education, the better the relationship with the 
secretariat is 

For this hypothesis the bachelor students have a less favorable perception than the masters students 
or doctorate students, but there are no statistically significant differences between the masters 
students and the doctorate students regarding the relationship with the secretariat (Sig > 0.025). 
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Table 3.   Testing for differences in average grades for each level of education 
 regarding relationship with the secretariat. 

Ranks 

 Level of studies N Mean Rank 

Perception of the 
relationship with the 

secretariat 

Bachelor studies 130 284.84 

Masters studies 105 382.09 

Doctoral studies 102 417.48 

Total 337  

On the basis of the statistical analysis, namely the testing of the differences between the average 
grades corresponding to each level of education (license, master and doctorate), we drew the 
perceptual map of the influence of the level of studies on the perception of the students regarding the 
higher education services. We took into account the most important three aspects of the test: the 
learning environment, didactic activity and the relationship with the secretariat. 

 
Figure 1. Perceptual map of the influence of the level of studies on perception. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
From the analysis of the existing data we can see that the doctoral students have the most favorable 
perception about the learning environment and the relationship with the secretariat. Instead, master 
students have the most favorable perception of teaching. Bachelor students have the least favorable 
perception of all aspects studied. The fact that master students have a positive perception of didactic 
activity means that for them the interaction with teachers is very important, while doctoral students 
have more evolving skills to study themselves. It can be said that bachelor students have a less 
favorable perception due to the fact that they are less involved in the learning activity, being less 
responsible. 
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